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About Didacticum
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We are a center for teaching 
and learning in higher 
education sorting directly 
under the vice-chancellor.

Our mission is to stimulate 
engaging and high quality 
teaching, and to support 
development of courses, 
programs and learning 
environments.





What we do at Didacticum
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long-term
generic

organizational

immediate
specific

individual

Qualifying
courses

Seminars and 
workshops Consultations



Qualifying courses
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Scholarship of
Teaching and 

Learning
6 ECTS

Design for 
Learning

6 ECTS

Pedagogical
Development in 

Higher Education
3 ECTS

• Aligned with national recommendations from The Association of Swedish 
Higher Education (SUHF)

• Aligned with local appointment procedure
• Clear structure allowing for different career paths

Research 
Supervision

4 ECTS

Problem Based
Learning

2 ECTS

Undergraduate
Thesis

Supervision
4 ECTS

Work Placement 
Supervision

1.5 ECTS



Seminars and workshops
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• Recent examples of regular seminars and workshops:
– Learning for sustainable development

– Digital storytelling

– Learning with disabilities

– Video as a pedagogical tool

– Scientific illustration

– Maintaining a pedagogical portfolio

– Working with critical thinking in teaching

• LiU Pedagogical Conference (each year in March)



Consultations
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• Individual or group consultations

• Examples of pre-packaged on-demand workshops:
– E-learning at a campus based university

– Learning for sustainable development

– How to write a course plan

– Recording lectures

– Starting to supervise of degree projects

– What is student centered learning?



The staff at Didacticum
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ISAK

Tema

IBL

IMT

IEI

IKE IKK IMH

ISY

IDA

ITN MAI

ISV

IFM

35 individuals
13 full time equivalents

€ 1 300 000 yearly budget

Internal recruitment
Typically 20-25%

Most departments
represented

Experienced
colleagues



Pedagogical digital 
transformation
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2000
400 million (6%)

2015
3200 million (43%)

ICT Facts and Figures – The World in 2015
www.itu.int

Global internet usage

Developed
countries

Developing
countries

Least
developed
countries
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Svenskarna och internet 2014
www.iis.se/docs/SOI2014.pdf

Percentage of mobile 
phone users in different age 
categories using mobile 
internet on a daily basis



Institutional

Collegial

Pedagogical digital transformation 
on different levels
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Individual



Is pedagogical digital transformation 
possible?

• What is the level of competence of the teaching staff
at your institution?

• In what way would you like to change it?

Depending on the situation and your goals, you might
want to take different actions.
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Can you measure pedagogical
digital competence?
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Newcomer Explorer Integrator PioneerLeaderExpert

Proficiency levels from the DigCompEdu framework
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/digcompedu
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Newcomer Explorer Integrator PioneerLeaderExpert

First, inspire pioneers. 
Next, use them to educate everyone else.
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Newcomer Explorer Integrator PioneerLeaderExpert

Set a reasonable goal and
take small steps.
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Newcomer Explorer Integrator PioneerLeaderExpert

Establish and 
communicate
basic level. Keep the pioneers

interested.

Support to take
the next step.



Our ambition at Didacticum
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Overview
A clear pictures of all tools and services 
available for teachers, including who to contact

Road maps
Guides and step by step-
instructions (Why and how?)

Package tours
Specific offerings of workshops 
and seminars, mostly for groups

Full image credits on last page



Current projects
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Seed
money

Flagship
projects

Media
studios

Digital
exams

Learning
environments



Current projects
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Seed
money

Flagship
projects

Media
studios

Digital
exams

Learning
environments

€ 400 000 set aside by the vice-chancellor
that anyone can apply for.



Current projects
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Seed
money

Flagship
projects

Media
studios

Digital
exams

Learning
environments

€ 300 000 set aside by the vice-chancellor
for one large development project per faculty.



Current projects
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Seed
money

Flagship
projects

Media
studios

Digital
exams

Learning
environments

Setting up simple recording studios on all campuses,
including support staff.



Current projects
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Seed
money

Flagship
projects

Media
studios

Digital
exams

Learning
environments

Introducing a new system for digital exams,
including building new exam halls.



Current projects
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Seed
money

Flagship
projects

Media
studios

Digital
exams

Learning
environments

New organization for development of learning environments
that includes campus development, IT and pedagogy.



Active Learning in the 
Flipped Classroom
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Active Learning is…
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…anything that involves students in doing things
and thinking about the things they are doing.

Listening
Taking
notes

Asking
questions WritingPresenting Debating

Continuum of activity

Bonwell, Charles C., and James A. Eison (1991) Active Learning; Creating Excitement in the Classroom. ASHE-ERIC Higher 
Education Report No. 1. Washington, D.C.: The George Washington University, School of Education and Human Development.



Characteristics of Active Learning
• Students are involved in more than listening. 

• Less emphasis is placed on transmitting information and more 
on developing students' skills. 

• Students are involved in higher-order thinking (analysis, 
synthesis, evaluation). 

• Students are engaged in activities (e.g., reading, discussing, 
writing). 

• Greater emphasis is placed on students' exploration of their 
own attitudes and values. 
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Bonwell, Charles C., and James A. Eison (1991) Active Learning; Creating Excitement in the Classroom. ASHE-ERIC Higher 
Education Report No. 1. Washington, D.C.: The George Washington University, School of Education and Human Development.



Active Learning is not…
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Cattaneo, H. (2017). Telling Active Learning Pedagogies Apart: from theory to practice. New Approaches in
Education Research, 6(1), 144-152. doi: 10.7821/naer.2017.7.237

Discovery-
based learning

Problem-based
learning

Research-
based learning

Project-based
learning Case-based

learning

Enquiry-based
learning Experiential

learning

…a theory or a methodology in itself. It is an overarching
idea or approach common to many pedagogies. 



But Active Learning is also…
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…a library or a toolbox of practical classroom techniques.

Think-Pair-
Share

Minute Paper

Large Group 
Discussions

Brainstorming

Response
Systems

Role Playing

Jigsaw
Discussion

Hands-on 
Technology

How can you incorporate active learning into your classroom? Center for Research on Learning and Teaching.
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/sites/default/files/instructor_resources/how_can_you_incorporate_active_learning.pdf
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Constructivism
Learners build their own understanding

Zone of proximal 
development

(Vygotsky)
Scaffolding

Support that challenges the learner
based on current ability
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Student-centered learning
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Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area (ESG). (2015). Brussels, Belgium.
https://enqa.eu/index.php/home/esg/

Institutions should ensure that the programmes
are delivered in a way that encourages students 
to take an active role in creating the learning 
process, and that the assessment of students 
reflects this approach.

1.3 Student-centered learning, teaching 
and assessment



Bloom’s Taxonomy
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Remembering

Understanding

Applying

Analyzing

Evaluating

Creating

Retrieving relevant information 
from long-term memory

Determining the meaning of 
instructional messages

Carrying out or using a procedure 
in a given situation

Breaking material into its constituent parts and 
detecting how the parts relate to one another

Making judgments based on 
criteria and standards

Putting elements together to form a novel, 
coherent whole or making an original product

Define, label, repeat

Arrange, describe, select

Calculate, demonstrate, operate

Compare, experiment, relate

Argue, conclude, predict

Construct, discover, revise

Revised version of Bloom’s taxonomy for the cognitive domain from Anderson, Lorin W.; Krathwohl, David R., eds. (2001). A taxonomy for 
learning, teaching, and assessing: A revision of Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives. Allyn and Bacon. ISBN 978-0-8013-1903-7.



Critique of Active Learning
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From lecture to group work?
From facts

From teachers
to discussions?
to facilitators?

Henry Jamyn Brooks (1839-1925) A Friday Evening Discourse at the Royal Institution
Emīls Friāns (1863-1932) La Discussion politique



What are our students doing
when they are not in class?
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A typical week? 39

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

08:15-10:00
Lecture

17:00
Assignment
deadline

Answer some
questions after
the lecture

Question in the
corridor

Answer some
e-mails

Answer some
e-mails

Discussion over
lunch

Reading 
literature

Meeting

Individual
writing

Reading and 
commenting via 
e-mail

Meeting to 
finish the final 
version

Talking about
the assignment
at a party

Schedule

Non-
scheduled
activities

What the 
students do
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How can I support 
the students’ work

outside class?

What is the best 
use of my time

together with the 
students?

A lot of the actual learning
will take place

outside of the classroom.



Definition of Flipped Learning

Flipped Learning is a pedagogical approach in which 
direct instruction moves from the group learning space 
to the individual learning space, and the resulting 

group space is transformed into a dynamic, interactive 
learning environment where the educator guides 
students as they apply concepts and engage creatively in 

the subject matter.
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Flipped Learning Network (FLN). (2014) The Four Pillars of F-L-I-P™  https://flippedlearning.org/
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At home In class

Traditional
approach

Flipped
classroom

Images from Wikimedia Commons. Full image credits on last page.
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Before class In class After class

Students do reading
(or do they?)

Faculty lecture
Students get first
exposure to material

Faculty not available
Students do homework
to practice and apply
material

Students gain first
exposure via 
video/reading

Students complete
assignment/quiz to 
assure preparation

Faculty guide students
Students collaborate to 
practice and apply
material

Lecture-
based

approach

Flipped
classroom

Center for Research on Learning and Teaching. Flipping your class. http://www.crlt.umich.edu/flipping-your-class
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At home In class

Traditional
approach

Flipped
classroom

Images from Wikimedia Commons. Full image credits on last page.

What are you
flipping from? Your
course is probably

more complex than
this.

Don’t focus too
much on videos.

You don’t have to 
transform a whole
course. You could
do a ”partial flip”.

Explain what your
are going to do and 

why.



Our work with flipped classroom
Our current situation

• Many teachers want to start producing videos, but are not 
always sure how to use them in a learning situation.

• We have no resources for broadcast quality video production.

Our approach

• We always start by asking pedagogical questions.

• We start from the basics, with recording sound to ordinary
PowerPoint presentations.
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Image credits

A new and accurate plan of Blenheim Palace
British Library / Wikimedia Commons / Public Domain

Kuolema village on car navigator
User:Kotivalo / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-3.0

Syntus Bus
User:LennartBolks / Wikimedia Commons / Public Domain

Scaffold, ladder, portable generator 
FOTO:FORTEPAN / Rádió és Televízió Újság / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-3.0

A Friday Evening Discourse at the Royal Institution by Henry Jamyn Brooks (1839–1925) 
Royal Institution / Wikimedia Commons / Public Domain

La Discussion politique by Émile Friant (1863–1932)
Wikimedia Commons / Public Domain

L'auteur de bande dessinée Dimitri Armand en 2015.
User:Selbymay / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-4.0

A mathematics lecture, apparently about linear algebra, at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) — Teknillinen korkeakoulu
(TKK) in Espoo Finland.
User:Tungsten / Wikimedia Commons / Public Domain

Two participants watching the new Bob Barr 2008 video for the petition to restore the Bill of Rights
Bob Barr / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-2.0

Group work
User:SarahStierch / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-4.0


